MATHEMATICS
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Mathematics must be taught each year. There are many ways to

address this requirement SOM
and you might find the following resources
8931 1st Rd. Nashville, TN 37205
helpful.
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Khan Academy offers practice
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developed by a teacher to
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MoMath offers online programs and
through early college.
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virtual field trips. Although many
Details will vary depending on
Details will vary depending on
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Everything you need to ace math in8931
one big
fat notebook
1st Rd.
Nashville, TN 37205
510 Gibilisco

ENGLISH
Everyday math demystified

LESSON PLAN 006

Mr. Perry Abbott- Grade 7
510 Help
Help your kids with math; a unique step-by-step visual guide.
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According to Wikipedia,

According to Wikipedia,

A lesson plan is a teacher's

A lesson plan is a teacher's

detailed description of the
Number sense and nonsense;

detailed description of the

510 Slavin

All the math you'll ever need; a self-teaching guide
J 510 Zaslavsky

of instruction, or
course of instruction, or
building math creativity andcourse
confidence
through number play
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Life of Fred (series)
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TedED Math Channel
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According to Wikipedia,

According to Wikipedia,

A lesson plan is a teacher's
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detailed description of the
https://www.youtube.com/user/numberphile

detailed description of the

course of instruction, or
https://www.numberphile.com/podcast

course of instruction, or

https://ed.ted.com/series/math-in-real-life

TedEd celebrates the wonder of math "in real life."
Numberphile

'learning trajectory' for a

'learning trajectory' for a

lesson. A daily lesson plan is

lesson. A daily lesson plan is

developed by a teacher to

developed by a teacher to

Numberphile explores topics from a variety of fields of mathematics.
Crash Course Videos (on YouTube)
guide class learning.

https://www.youtube.com/user/crashcourse/playlists
Details will vary depending on

guide class learning.
Details will vary depending on

the preference
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theon
preference
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Crash Course provides fast-paced
and engaging
video lessons
a

variety of academic subjects, including k-12 mathematics.

